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The Polya urn scheme is extended by allowing a continuum of colors. For the extended scheme, the distribution of colors after n draws is shown to converge as n -oo to a limiting discrete distribution p*. The distribution of ,t* is shown to be one introduced by Ferguson and, given [*, the colors drawn from the urn are shown to be independent with distribution P*.
Let p be any finite positive measure on (the Borel sets of) a complete separable metric space X. We shall say that a random probability measure P* on X has a Ferguson distribution with parameter p if for every finite partition (B1, * . *, B) of X the vector p*(B,), * * *, p*(B,) has a Dirichlet distribution with parameter (Bj), *--, cp(B,) (when p(B,) = 0, this means p*(B,) = 0 with probability 1). Ferguson [3] has shown that, for any p, Ferguson p* exist and when used as prior distributions yield Bayesian counterparts to well-known classical nonparametric tests. He also shows that p* is a.s. discrete. His approach involves a rather deep study of the gamma process.
One of us [1] has given a different and perhaps simpler proof that Ferguson priors concentrate on discrete distributions. In this note we give still a third approach to Ferguson distributions, exploiting their connection with generalized Polya urn schemes.
We shall say that a sequence [X,, n > 1} of random variables with values in X is a Poilya sequence with parameter 1a if for every B c X (a) mn = pc/l,,,(X) converges with probability 1 as n -* oo to a limiting discrete measure ,c*, (b) p* has a Ferguson distribution with parameter p and (c) given ,*, the variables X1, X2, * * * are independent with distribution ,*.
PROOF. Suppose first that X is finite, say X = {1, 2, * * *, r}. Let p*, {X"J be variables whose joint distribution is defined by (b) and (c). If wrn is the empirical distribution of Xl, * * *, X., it follows from the strong law of large numbers that * p* with probability 1 as n -* oo. Since Mn = (p + nwr)/(Ip(X) + n), (a) follows. It remains to show that {X," is a Polya sequence with parameter , which is equivalent to
where A {X1 = xl, X,
x"}, n(x) denotes the number of i with xi = x and a [k] --a(a + 1)-.. *(a + k-1 ).
Since P(A I p*) = p*(x)n(x), we get
That the right sides of (3) and (4) are equal is a standard formula [2] for the moments of Dirichlet distributions. For general X, let {X"J be a P6lya sequence with parameter p, let I, be the indicator of the event that X, is different from all Xi with i < j and define f,i = Ij mn(Xi) for I < j < n, fnj =? 0for j> n. We show that (5) with probability 1, f,r, converges as n -oo, say to fj* and (6) Ejfj* = 1 with probability 1
Part (a) of the Theorem, with py* defined by * (B) = xJe Bfj* is an easy consequence of (5) and (6) since, for any B, we have, writing Snr = Z15j:ir;zjeBfnj tnr =n (7) snr < mr(B) < Snr + (1 -tnr) for I < r < n, so that, letting first n -oo, then r -oo0 we obtain (a).
To get (5) and (6), fix r and define termined by = U J consists of all Borel sets. Part (c) of the finite case of our Theorem, applied to {s0,(X,)}, yields (c') given sbj[*, the sequence {J,(Xj)} is independent with distribution sb* for i < j.
Letting j oo, we get (c") given pc*, the sequence {fi(X.)} is independent with distribution O pe* for all i.
Since {jbO(X,)} is independent with distribution O,g* for all i implies {X"j is independent with distribution ,*, part (c) follows from (c"), completing the proof.
